True Aspect Masking – 4
§ Motorized all sides Numerous
pre-programmed positions such as 1.78,
1.85, 2.35, and 2.40 are possible.
§ Enlightor-4K The only AT screen
material without a minimum seating
distance for uncompromised image and
sound quality.
§ Thin profile The slimmest border
masking screen available, optionally
shipped preassembled.
§ Infinite Black™ velvet borders
Frames the image with perfect overscan absorption.
§ Acoustically transparent masks Allows the freedom to locate your speakers anywhere behind the screen
without compromise.
Perfectly reflecting the director's choices, the new True Aspect Masking (TAM) 4-way screen gives you the exact same
image area for any aspect ratio between 16:9 and 2.40. No longer will you be disappointed that a new movie doesn't fit
your screen or utilizes less area. With the revolutionary TAM-4 constant area screen you can simply sit back and enjoy
the content as it was created, on the same reference quality Seymour-Screen Excellence material that the film was
mastered in.
We took the industry's thinnest border and most sophisticated frame design and added a secondary set of masks
without appreciably increasing the hardware area. With the sleek 4-4.8" border and same 5.8" depth, the TAM-4 screen
maximizes the available image space in the installation, as well as maximizes the legendary acoustical transparency
Seymour-Screen Excellence is renowned for. The narrowest masking bar in the industry (1") can span even our largest
sizes straightly due to the larger sizes incorporating carbon fiber. Maximum image, maximum acoustics. That's what
every home cinema strives for.
The constant area (CA) screen uses four independent acoustically transparent masks. It is therefore the ideal match
with any lens which can zoom from standard 16:9 to "scope" ratio content which varies up to 2.40. As standard, we
construct the screen at a native 2.07 ratio ensuring that the resulting image area is the same no matter what is
displayed. However, since every screen is a custom product we can start with a native 16:9 frame, 2.0 or 2.40 ratio.
Exclusive to Seymour-Screen Excellence is that the frame width is nearly the same (4" sides, 4.8" top/bottom) as the
Reference Fixed frame screens, due to it utilizing the same frame profile. Only a slightly rearward extension hides the
motor and masking assemblies, with the total depth being 5.8". When comparing automated masking screens, SeymourScreen Excellence's TAM screens are the sleekest, most sophisticated available anywhere.

